
SUPERVISORS’ MEETING NOTES 

Recorded by Mary Henderson 

Tuesday, January 19, 2016 – 1:00 p.m. in 129 Dickey Hall 
 

Attendees: Elementary – Regina Dawson, Joni Meade, Kim White, Mary Ann Vimont; MSD – Amy 

Spriggs; Middle School – Margaret Rintamaa; Music – Martina Vasil; OCP – Sharon Brennan, Julie 

Cleary, Mary Henderson; STEM – Jamie-Marie Miller; TEP – Rosetta Sandidge, Gary Schroeder;  
 

Dr. Brennan opened the meeting at 2:05 p.m. announcing the topics of discussion: KTIP/PGES update, 

NCATE report debriefing, and potential topics for upcoming supervisors’ meetings. 

 

KTIP/PGES Update, Sharon Brennan 

 The January 8th meeting was postponed. 

 People wonder if legislation will abolish PGES, but Dr. Brennan does not foresee big changes. 

 How will the transition from NCATE to CAEP (and use of NTASC standard) impact KTIP/PGES? 

We don’t know, but at this time EPSB is still holding to the 10 standards. 

 Survey out asking how well materials/processes are working. Focus groups to convene soon. 

 Handouts were circulated at today’s meeting: 

o 1. Updated Intern Performance Record (IPR) assessment instrument 

 Comments from participants included: 

 ELEM program used to use this for their 3rd student teaching observation 

report, but stopped after transitioning to OTIS. 

 The new form is confusing and not user friendly; indicators are not as 

detailed. (Amy Spriggs) 

 Even if you do not use the IPR to formally evaluate student teachers, 

introduce them to it during seminar so they are familiar with it before 

they start KTIP. (Sharon Brennan) 

 Please respond to an upcoming survey from Donna Brockman who is 

seeking feedback. (Sharon Brennan) 

o 2. Current version of interns’ handbook – highlights from specific pages 

 Dr. Brennan reviewed the KTIP Handbook highlighting key points including: 

 Page 8 – Intern’s report on the context of their teaching in context of the 

Danielson framework and domains 

o Present in seminar or base an assignment on it. 

 Pages 9-10 – Lesson plan (no longer a unit plan) 

 Page 13 – Post-observation reflection (is it well enough aligned?) 

 Page 15 – Records (does this fit in?) 

 Page 17 – Professional Involvement Log 

 Page 20 – Professional Growth (assessment of intern’s growth) 

 Page 21 – Professional Growth Plan (see also 3rd Handout) 

 Page 24 – Student Growth = food for thought; contextual, deeper 



o 3. Professional Growth Plan 

 Devised by Joni Meade for use with all ELEM certification students; based on 

KTIP Professional Growth Plan 

 Identify 3-5 targeted areas of growth & propose an action plan 

 Propose an action plan for addressing growth areas 

 Different from a Faculty Response Form! 

 Dr. Schroeder pointed out that systematic use of a growth plan with all 

students as a tool for refinement of teaching skills, and filed internally 

within a program, should not be confused with submitting a “faculty 

response form” or “growth plan” to 166 TEB, which should be done when 

a student has a problem that needs to be formally documented and 

tracked. 

 Open discussion 

o Standards should be weighted and determined at entrance, midpoint, and exit. 

o Kim White outlined how the ELEM program aligned a major assignment with Domain 2: 

 Behavior/Classroom Management class (pre-practicum) students prepare a 

classroom management plan using Domain 2 as a framework. 

 During practicum students add to/delete from each section and explain why. 

 During student teaching they revise it once again and reflect on their changes. 

o Dr. Schroeder mentioned that evaluating at standard level vs. indicator level is preferred 

but acknowledged that it may be challenging. 

o Several supervisors agreed that KTIP evaluations involve a lot of work, and allocating 

adequate time to them is a challenge—especially for principals. 

 

NCATE Draft Report Debriefing, Rosetta Sandidge (Associate Dean for Accreditation) 

 We are currently in process of making factual corrections to the NCATE BOE Draft Report, then 

we have the opportunity to rejoinder. 

 Dr. Sandidge walked through the report. Highlights included: 

o Introduction 

 Page 3 – “EPP” vs. “Unit” 

 “responsive to team’s needs” 

o Standards 4-6 are glowing (Diversity, Faculty, Unit Governance and Resources). 

o Standard 3 was our target standard (Field Experiences & Clinical Practice) 

 Page 13 – Glowing but “moving toward target” instead of “at target” at initial 

and advanced levels. 

 At issue: 3.1 Technology in Schools/During Field Experiences 

 Page 14 – Puzzling references to “redesigning initial programs” and “clinical 4-

year model”. 

  



o Standard 1 (Candidate Knowledge, Skills, and Dispositions) 

 Page 5 – Area for Improvement (AFI)—ensure all programs use the OTIS system. 

 Page 6 – claims we focus more on student teachers’ success than P-12 learners. 

 Page 6-7 – DISPOSITIONS: candidates are aware and able to talk about them but 

it’s unclear how evaluated for all programs at entry, midpoint, and exit. It’s also 

unclear whether we have data from which to plan ways to make improvements. 

 Page 7-8 – Strengths at the advanced level; good outreach and partnerships 

o Standard 2 (Assessment System and Unit Evaluation) 

 Page 12 – Ensure all programs use OTIS, because it’s designated as the unit’s 

system. We were cited for this AFI only once, even though it was mentioned in 

two different areas of the report. 

 CAEP on the horizon 

o U of L and Murray are the first Kentucky universities to go through CAEP accreditation. 

o CAEP is getting feedback 

 There are no standards pertaining to Diversity or Faculty. Possibly infused in 

other standards, but that is questionable. 

 Dispositions are not highlighted to the same extent. 

 Assessments are a big deal; detailed rubrics that are the same across programs 

for unit-wide data. 

 Keep CAEP in mind as we redesign our Rank I programs and submit them for 

approval. PARC has draft templates, which are a good starting point, but 

everything is in flux right now. 

 We are already submitting CAEP reports to see how we stack up.  

 We need to let faculty and offices know what data to collect so we can start now 

instead of scrambling to generate it or mine it after the fact. 

 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

 Field Supervisors’ Meetings (unless noted, held monthly on the third Tuesday at 2:00 p.m.) 

o 2/16/16 K. Swan presents on ProTeach   129 Dickey 

o 4/19/16 Ackerman & Rintamaa present on collaboration 129 Dickey 

 

The session ended at 3:11 p.m. 


